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Creating Intensity
The Keys to Building a High
Performance Sales Organization

“Every person does not give 110% every day, it’s the job of the leader to increase the intensity level
and the effort they give.”
In September over 125 sales and marketing professionals from the food processing suppliers community
will gather in Chicago on September 19-21 to discuss best practices in the modern sales environment.
Topics will range from top B2B selling mistakes, to bridging the gap between millennials and boomers to
social selling for sales leaders to negotiation tactics to how to increase sales with drip marketing and
retargeting.
Ken Thoreson, President of Acumen Management will talk to us about the “emotional” aspect of
leadership and how it contributes to creating an intensity that motivates and builds energy which leads
to building a high performance sales organization.
Dolores Alonso, Senior Director of Business Development and Membership at FPSA, sat down with Ken
to ask him HOW?
DA:
Ken, how important is the “emotional” side of leadership in motivating your team? Are leaders investing
the time in trying to understand the concept?
KT:
Many years ago I was speaking in Memphis, when my client introduced me he talked about selling and
the importance of emotion in sales. It occurred to me that without emotion or the right emotion it
becomes one of the reasons organizations fail or simply become average. Whether you are in sales or

some other facet of a company it is critical you have passion for what you do or what you deliver. It is
leadership’s responsibility to set the tone for creating this emotional ingredient, I call it “building belief”.
Once an employee has belief in the organization, its products/services and its culture -the organization
cannot be stopped.
Too often I see management track sales results, focus on execution and simply making the numberswhile all of that is also important, if leadership misses their opportunities to reinforce the emotional
belief, they miss the chance to provide the extra spice that makes the company special. This special
“sauce” set’s apart the average to high performance organizations.
At the conference I will cover a variety of ideas on how my clients have reinforced this concept and how
leadership tactics work vs management tactics.

